avian Dail.

EOP Students
New and continuing black
EOP students are requested
to complete address forms
and change of address cards
in the EOP office for tutor
contact. Forms should be
completed as soon as possible.
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Weather
Light showers are expected
early today with little
change in temperature. It
will be partls cloudy this
afternoon and tomorrow
with the temperature slightly warmer tomorrow.
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A.C. Reconsiders Vote,
Student Voice Increase

ACADEMIC COUNCIL DEBATESThe council voted
yesterday to change the number of student members in the
body from eight to 12. The body also approved a motion

calling for Olt distribution of a letter to the faculty, asking for
the support of Dr. Jack Kurzweil, assistant professor of
electrical engineering who was fired by the chancellor.

By RELDA ADLER
Daily Political Writer
The Academic Council voted yesterday to increase student representation.
Acting as a committee of the whole
body, the council increased the number
of students in the body from eight members to 12.
However, this and other constitutional changes will be finally
considered at a later date. Further
changes are possible.
Last fall the council, again acting as a
committee of the whole, voted for an increase to 16 student representatives. At
yesterday’s meeting, the earlier vote
was reconsidered. This time, a motion
calling for 16 student representatives
was defeated.
As a result of a constitutional change
made last semester, student council
members will be elected by schools.
Presently, student members are
elected at large. Council members

Reagan’s Proposed Budget
Cuts Instructional Television
By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Investigative Reporter
"Help!" This was Instructional
Television (ITV) head, Dick Elliot’s
first reaction when he received word
that his department was being slashed
to death by Gov. Ronald Reagan’s budget.
Eight out of the eleven people in the
department have been omitted because
of the new budget. This excludes everyone in the department except two
administrators and a secretary. All of
the technicians have been ousted. "It is
fairly clear," Elliot said, "that we are
being dictated to."
Presently, the department serves 150
classes on campus, within 40 departments. This effects, Elliot stated, about
10 per cent of the students. Some of the
departments that rely most heavily on
ITV are: Journalism, TV-Radio news,
the School of Education, Psychology,
Speech Pathology, History and
Women’s Physical Education.
Not only does ITV serve the students
on campus, but it provides video tapes
for extension classes as well. Elliot reported that his department has produced tapes in History 17A, Abnormal
Psychology, and Art Appreciation, for
extension use. This adds up to a total of
30 lecture tapes.
San Jose State’s ITV prides itself in

being considered one of the finest technical departments in the world. It has
taken the department 18 years to build
up to this reputation, according to
Elliot.
Elliot has nothing but praise for the
department’s eight technicians. He
stated that they all have the unique
feature of being able to both handle the
equipment and programs.
Elliot has nothing but praise for the
department’s eight technicians. He
stated that they all have the unique
feature of being able to both handle the
equipment and program it, as well. He
said, most departments don’t have
technicians who possess this kind of
quality skill. Without the technicians,
he continued, the department will be
unable to function, because only the
technicians are qualified to operate the
"extiemely" complicated equipment,
valued at $500,000. The elimination of
these technicians "destroys" the
department, according to Elliot.
Before news of the budget cut,
Instructional Television could have
been considered one of the most important and busiest organs on campus.
Elliot stated that "the demand for
service far exceeds our ability to
comply." He attributes this success to
the fact that the people in the department are "so unique."

The department still has a chance,
according to Elliot. When the
governor’s budget is analysed by legislative analyst A. Allen Post, around the
first of March, the department hopes
that he might give them some support.
Elliot maintains that Post "has always

been fair." He also said that SJS President John Bunzel has been preparing
"tons of documents" to be sent to state
officials, and that the Chancellor’s
office has been giving them "good
support."

argued yesterday that an increase to 12
student members would make this new
election procedure more feasible.
ENDORSEMENT
A motion calling for the Academic
Council’s endorsement of a letter
concerning the council’s support of Dr.
Jack Kurzweil was passed.
The purpose of the letter is to
generate financial support for Dr.
Kurzweil. The letter will partly be
rewritten and then signed by the chairman of the council.
The Academic Council voted to postpone a resolution regarding student
participation on personnel committees
as non -voting members.
This resolution asks that students be
invited to participate in all committee
deliberations at all levels, dealing with
recruitment, retention, tenure, and
promotion in a non -voting, consultative
manner.
The student consultants for school
and all college committees will be
nominated by the various departments
and selected by the appropriate school
dean for school committees, and the
academic vice president for all college
committees.
GENERAL FEELING
Because of an up -coming Board of
Trustees meeting, it was the general
feeling of the council that it would be
beneficial to wait until the board decided the role of the student.
It was believed that if the motion was
dealt with yesterday, it would only have
to be rewritten to comply with the
Board of Trustees’ new rulings. Dr.
Bunzel pointed out in support of the
postponement that "it would only involve a delay of one month’s time.

"It would be wise to postpone this
motion," Dr. Bunzel went on, "to find
out exactly what the Board of Trustees
is prepared to do next month."
In contrast to this opinion, it was
brought out that this resolution was
first introduced on Nov. 23, 1970. It was
suggested that such a postponement as
Dr. Bunzel had proposed "would in fact
put the resolution a year and a half off."
MOTION PASSED
The Board of Trustees meeting concerning this issue is to take place on
March 23 and 24. The Academic Council
passed a motion to postpone consideration of this resolution until April
12.
Due to the concern over this postponement, Dr. Bunzel informed the
council that, "If the faculty wants to
consult with students they can do so
today." If the students want to work
with the departments and have an input," Dr. Bunzel explained, "there is
nothing to prevent this now."
Although this resolution was postponed, it was asked that Dr. Bunzel express at the Board of Trustees meeting
the Academic Council’s desire for studeiit representation on committees.
A memorandum from Academic Vice
President Burns to Deans and department chairmen will be discussed at a
later date the council decided.
The memorandum was regarding
changes in dates for retention and
tenure evaluation.
Also to be taken up at a later date is
the possibility of scheduling of Saturday classes for Fall of 1971.
The next Academic Council meeting
will be held on March 8 and will be open
to the public.

Chicano Master of Social Work Program
Doomed Without Legislative Budget Action
By JOYCE KRIEG
Daily Investigative Reporter
SJS’s unique Chicano Master of
Social Work program may die in
infancy unless the legislature takes
steps to reverse the consequences of
Gov. Reagan’s 1971-72 higher education
budget.
The only one of its kind in the United
States, the Chicano Master of Social
Work program addresses itself "first of
all to the high priority needs of Chicanos and their needs in the community," according to Program Director Paul Sanchez.
The program began in the fall of 1970,

but had not planned to begin offering
the actual two-year graduate program
until the fall of 1971. This is because the
accreditation committee requires
every new graduate program to spend
one school year in the planning stage
before it can be actually offered, explained Sanchez.
Sanchez said he has been getting inquiries from all over the American
continent about the Chicano program.
"They want our contribution," he
emphasized.
However, as Reagan’s education
budget now stands, no one will ever be
able to see what contributions the

program might make. The governor’s
budget wipes out the program entirely,
because Reagan has decided not to allocate funds to any new program next
year.
This year the program cost was
$100,000, but Sanchez indicated that the
funds needed would increase as the program expands.
"If the governor had looked into the
merits of this program it probably
would have influenced his thinking,"
said Sanchez.
He noted that SJS President John
Bunzel and state college Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke have "clearly placed it

in the high priority."
In order to save the program from the
death blow of the governor’s budget,
Sanchez said that individual Chicanos
and professional groups in the community will be lobbying in Sacramento
to convince the legislature to restore
the program.
Although the program emphasizes
educating people to work on "the
mental health needs, income needs,
employment needs, general health
needs and education needs of Spanishspeaking people," Sanchez emphasized
that the program is not designed to be
for Chicano students only.

Car Windows Bear Brunt of Vandal’s Attack

Home of Six SJLF Members ’Trashed’
By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Political Reporter
"Trashing" means to break windows, destroy property
and in other ways attack structures for what they represent.
The home of six San Jose Liberation Front SJLF
members who live communally near SJS was -trashed"
on Feb. 10 about 10 p.m., according to SRI’ members.
Two cars and a front window of the house bore the brunt of
the attack.
Richard Ferry, Dennis and Doug O’Neal, Darell Varadan, Sharon Hall and Matt Sahl live together in the
"political commune" that functions as an art and cultural
center for the "anti-imperialist" activities of the SJIY.
Together, they told of the incident.
Wednesday night, five of the members left the house to
hear Banning Garrett, Asian editor of Ramparts, speak
about Laos.
Only Doug O’Neal was left at the home. He was giving a
friend Ron Stutz some eggs that had been ordered through
the "Food Conspiracy." The "c-inspiracy" is a method of
buying produce in quantity to bypass the retailer.
They heard a crash and carefully crept to the door. "A
rock about the size of a baseball had crashed through the
window and punctured a paint can. If someone had been
standing there it would have really done him in," said
Miss Hall.
They waited for a few moments and then stepped outside. One window on Ferry’s car and three windows on
Stutz’s car were broken.
Stutz and O’Neal didn’t see the vandals, but a neighbor
said that he chased two men down the street until they
jumped into a "1959 yellow Chevy."
At 11:30 p.m., the rest of the household returned. A
shotgun was loaded with bird shot and placed by the door.
"We’re not a bunch of crazy gun -toting radicals, but we
do believe in self defense," explained Ferry.
Eventually things quieted down, and most of the household went to slee,-). Ferry and O’Neal however, stayed up

discussing a term paper in one of the back rooms.
At 2 a.m., Smash the State, one of their four dogs,
started to bark. O’Neal and Ferry went to the door and
switched on a set of spotlights that they had installed for
just such a case.
A left-handed individual was leaning over Richard’s
car, and a hammer was imbedded in the windshield.
"The lights scared them to death," said Ferry. "The
driver in the get -away car started to take off before the
other guy could get into the car. They left their hammer
stuck in the windshield of my car," he added.
Ferry grabbed the shotgun and O’Neal followed him out
the door. Ferry aimed the weapon upwards and fired. He
said, "I wanted to make sure that none of the bird shot hit
the neighbor’s houses."
Ferry and O’Neal then jumped into O’Neal’s auto to
follow the trashers’ car, a "1960 Rambler or Falcon." The
keys to O’Neal’s car however, had been left in the house,
and the vandals escaped.
They then phoned their lawyer, and the police. "Two
police cars drove right past and didn’t even stop. I guess
they thought that spotlights on a car with the windows
broken out was normal." said Ferry.
The third police car to pass was flagged down, and a
report was made.
In the morning, the house window was patched with an
anti -war poster, and a tarp was thrown over the broken
windows of Ferry’s car. The cost of repair will fall upon
the household members.
This is not the first time the home has been "attacked"
since the SJI.F members moved in last August.
In November of last year, several windows of the house
were broken by rocks and bricks, and the windows of
Sahl’s car were broken. On that same night, the house of
the editor of ’The Maverick," an underground newspaper, was also trashed.
"Not everyone would have inform "ion like where the
thir,l, a was the
editors live," said Ferry. "That’s why
cops or police -type people.

THASIIERSThe car of Richard Ferry felt the wrath of
sandals Feb. 10 at night and in the early hours of the
morning. A hammer did this damage to the windows of
etts

Ferry’s car in two separate attacks. The house in the back ground had a rock thrown through one of the windows
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Editorals

Dumke Omits SJS
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke recently appointed two task forces to study his
proposals for the revision of the state college system. Unfortunately, two out of
the three largest state colleges, San Diego and San Jose, have no members
represented on the task forces.
Dr. Dumke unveiled a far-reaching plan to drastically alter undergraduate
curriculum and teaching methods at the Jan. 26 trustees’ meeting.
The chancellor’s proposals include:
- - Attempting to cut the time required to receive undergraduate degrees to
three or three and one-half years.
Offering undergraduate degrees based on "academic achievement," not
necessarily measured by the accumulation of units or semester hours.
Charging tuition to the student for taking any units which are not required
by his major.
- Developing a new means for providing workload credit for faculty other
than the present requirement of 12 teaching hours per week.
The two broad areas of study for the task forces will be curricular innovation
and improvement of resource use. Representatives were appointed to the task
forces from nine out of the 19 state colleges, including one from Long Beach
State, the largest state college. A spokesman for the chancellor said he did not
know why San Diego State and SJS were not represented.
We believe SJS and San Diego State should be represented on the task
forces. The problems associated with implementing Dr. Dumke’s far-reaching
proposals will be magnified at colleges as large as San Diego and SJS.
It is conceivable that drastic changes could be adopted easily at a small
college, but fail at a large one. Although the chancellor’s appointees may be
able men, they cannot adequately view Dr. Dumke’s proposals as they will
affect these two large schools.
The chancellor’s task forces have just begun organizing. It is not too late for
Dr. Dumke to invite representatives from SJS and San Diego State to participate in studying the proposed revisions.
To do otherwise would mean considering drastic changes in the state college
system without proper research into the needs of a large part of that system.
Such a move would be an injustice to the thousands of faculty members and
students studying and teaching at these large colleges.

Ridiculous Request
When A.S. Council members decide to cease their immature games and
commence the job they were elected to fulfill (possibly tomorrow), a ridiculous request for $4,500 to purchase athletic awards will be considered. The
Spartan Daily recommends that council members defeat this irrelevant
request.
In his column "Saihaki" which appeared in yesterday’s Daily, Councilman
Dave Long emotionally appealed to students to demand that council members
allocate money for athletic awards. He said, "What these men, these athletes,
are vying for is the chance to represent SJS, to represent you, in national and
world competition." How trite.
Furthermore, Long continued by crying, "And each man, whether his sport
be football or track or judo, carries that same wishthat his school will be
proud of what he has done." SJS sports enthusiasts are proud of winning teams
and good athletes, but why should they get special consideration with costly
athletic awards?
There are exceptional students in every department on campus. But they
are not honored with special awards paid for by the Associated Students.
Many council members put in hundreds of hours of extra work each month,
but they do not beg for special consideration.
And for that matter, Spartan Daily editors work 50-60 hours per week putting
out SJS’ student newspaper. They do not ask the A.S. to fund recognition
awards.
Long further stated that all the athletes ask of the student body is that they
"Demand that your Student Council support them (athletes) by allocating
$4,500 out of a $650,000 annual budget. However, Long neglected to mention
that the athletic department currently engulfs the largest part of that annual
budgetnearly $150,000 per year. How much does this department feel they
are entitled to?
Athletes should be awarded the traditional letter for participating in intercollegiate sports. However, to fund awards for special recognition is not only
egotistical but selfish to other students attending this institution.
Dave Long, who forgot to mention that he is a judo team member, has urged
athletes to attend tomorrow’s council meeting. In effect, he is trying to intimidate council. Council members must not fall prey to this attempt.
If A.S. Council approves funds for athletic awards, members must remember that every department and organization on this campus is then entitled to
the same consideration.

Staff Comment

A Majority of One
By Craig Turner
The expansion of the American military involvement into Laos and Cambodia again brings up the disturbing
question of what the U.S. role is going to
be in Southeast Asia following 1972.
One thing is apparent: barring a
major military reversal, American foot
soldiers are going to be out of combat by
mid 72. Richard Nixon wants to be reelected too badly to let American
casualties continue at a high rate until
November of next year.
But it is also becoming increasingly
apparent that U.S. military involvement
in the beleaguered countries of South
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos is going to
go on for many years to come. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird freely admits that more than 200,000 U.S. support forces will stay in Vietnam following the removal of the ground combat
forces. And it is obvious that American air power is also going to be extensively used.
What President Nixon is counting on is
that the American people don’t realize
this until they have given him a new
four-year lease on the White House.
That’s one reason for the news blackout,
and the following information slowdown
over the South Vietnamese invasion of
Laos.
For -getting out" of South Vietnam,
Nixon -style, isn’t really getting out at all.
The President’s "relentless march to the
boats,- as Hugh Sidey so naively puts it
in the latest issue of Life magazine, is
simply another delaying tactic, just as
the Cambodia and Laos invasions were
delaying tactics to cover that march.
American battle casualties will
certainly be reduced when the ground
combat forces are removed, and that is
nothing to be scoffed at, but the U.S. will
still be flying cover missions, still be
doing reconnaissance and support work,
still be responsible for the corrupt,
military government in Saigon, still be
funneling millions of dollars into the
country, and, sadly, American prisoners
of war still will remain locked in North
Vietnamese prisons, the ace -in -the -hole
for Communist negotiators.
And because of all of the above, we
will still be totally committed in South
Vietnam. If there is a serious military
crisis, the Marines are going to land. In
Cambodia and Laos we are in the some
position we were in in Vietnam in
1964"advisers."
All of this is because no one recognized in the beginning that "Vietnamization was not any kind of an answer to
the war. Vietnamization may remove
ground combat responsibility from
American hands, but it cannot and will
’DORE ADDICT’

SJLF Victim Of ’Trashing’
By ANNA BLACK
I think $37.50 is a lot to pay to replace
your car window when you didn’t break
it, and it wasn’t an accident.
Rash charges? I think not, even
though the victims, San Jose Liberation
Front members, are sometimes subject
to paranoia. No one could have accidently left a hammer in someone’s
windshield.
No, this time I think they have reason
to believe their enemies are close at
hand.
A communal liberation front house
was victim of such -malicious mischief"
about two weeks ago. The damaged car
is not yet repaired, and the hammer has
been preserved.
Trashing.’ is not among the Liberation

"Get the whitest shrouds in town!"

Front’s own tactics. Members of the
student body who might, in passing,
dismiss the incident by saying "they
probably deserved it- might consider
this. It was not a case of retaliating in
like manner.
About the time of Nixon’s visit to San
Jose, two homes of people active in the
politics of the left were struck, both on
the same night. At another time, the San
Jose Liberation Front house was pelted
with eggs.
At a time when left-wing groups ore
restraining themselves from "trashing"
and more injurious terrorism, as far as I
know, it seems unfortunate that the
enemies of these groups have adopted
this manner of expressing their opposition.

the immoral commitment to
naked force, the stain on national integrity or the wasteful diversion of energy.
Nor will it heal the deep divisions in this
country or allow us to be free to tackle
more immediate problems at home.
Vietnamization is, and always has
been, a sham, a blind hope that
somehow the South Vietnamese government can achieve the military victory the
U.S. never could.
So, Richard Nixon continues his superfluous ’ march to the boats," with one
eye on 1972, hoping the people don’t
catch on.
not remove

Staff Comment

The Comedy
Of Errors
By LINDA HAWKINS
Dr. Wallace A. Lusk’s grievance case is
an astounding example of the waste and
an escessive amount of red tape, both
unnecessary, found on this and other
state college campuses.
Because of a clerical error or a misunderstanding in the office of the
Foreign Language Department concerning the procedure for the promotion
recommendation form, Dr. Lusk was not
promoted. His subsequent tale of
appeals and grievance committees that
stretches over a period of two years is
almost unbelievable.
The whole situation was a comedy of
errors that wasn’t very funny. It was very
expensive in time and money to all
individuals involved and to the state of
California. The correspondence involved
and the cost in paying for the transportation and time of the members of
the Chancellor’s review panel was a
financial burden to the taxpayer that
could and should have been avoided.
Dr. Lusk’s valuable time was also consumed by the red tape. He spent hours
writing letters and conferring with colleagues about his appeal. This time
could have been well spent in doing research or additional work related to his
field of study.
Others involved in the hassle such as
members of the grievance committees,
not only here at SJS, but in the Chancellor’s office, the members of the Ad
Hoc Committee for Wallace Lusk, Dr.
Wesley Goddard, former chairman of
the Foreign Language Department and
Dr. Dudley Moorhead, Dean of the
School of Humanities and the Arts all
gave of their time to this case.
It appears that all this bother could
have been avoided. Why did it take
three different SJS presidents to finally
find one who would accept the recommendations and promote Dr. Lusk? Why
wasn’t the recommendation of the first
grievance committee accepted? Why
didn’t former President Hobert Burns
answer Dr. Lusk’s letter asking for a
meeting on campus to solve the problem?
Why was an obviously small error, a
misunderstanding drawn out into a twoyear battle that consumed the
taxpayers’ money and time of state employees?
This whole situation, that was not at
all necessary, is indicative of the red
tape and bureaucracy prevailing in the
administration of the state colleges. This
is a portion of what must be reformed as
well as classroom procedure and degree
requirements.

A half mile off the asphalt surface of
the Bayshore Freeway (where any living
animal could survive for about three
seconds) lie the bay salt marshes,
meadows half of land and half of sea,
teeming’ with undisturbed wildlife.
In the winter and autumn, hundreds of
species of birds migrating south along
the great Pacific flyway, converge
around these grassy edges of San Francisco Bay.
Within on area of no more than 45,000
acres, perhaps 10 million shore birds
rest in the marsh and mudflat strips no
more than a quarter mile across.
Many of these birds fly farther south
in search of other wintering grounds;
many others remain.
Amid the chest -high cord grass, which
grows in the mud at the bay’s edge, they
may be seen, song sparrows, egrets,
Great ’Blue Herons, feeding upon the
numerous mollusks and decaying plants.
It has been estimated that should the
salt marshes of San Francisco Bay disappear, 70 per cent of the birds on the
Pacific flyway would disappear also.
And yet it is also estimated that more
than 75 per cent of the bay’s former
marshland is gone.
The marshes are important in other
ways.
The decaying marsh grass is important
in providing the first link in a food chain
which eventually feeds all life in the bay.
The marsh is the home of the red bellied harvest mouse and the clapper
rail, animals found only in the bay
marshes, both of which ore on the
Bureau of Sport Fishery and Wildlife’s
list of endangered species.
The possibility has even been raised
that the cord grass, which grows seven
times thicker than land grass, is helpful
in oxidizing a common air pollutant,
carbon monoxide, into carbon dioxide,
thereby reducing the potential hazard of
this toxic gas.
Thus the salt marsh may play a vital
role in the health and welfare of man.
Bay fill, in the form of housing projects
and garbage disposal, still continues in
some areas and over some salt marshes,
despite the 1969 State Senate bill which
supposedly gave the Bay Area
Conservation and Development Commission power to stop bay fill.
Contracts to fill the Bay prior to the
bill, must be fulfilled, it seems, in the
name of propriety.
Also the salt marshes and mud flats
are affected not orily by bay fill.
The Leslie Salt dikes, forming that
company’s salt solarization ponds, are
playing a big role in destroying what
used to be a typical salt marsh at Alviso.
Constructed around the edge of the
South Bay, the dikes have virtually
stopped all tidal action in the marsh.
Cord grass, which we mentioned
earlier, has disappeared from this
marsh, because the mud, water and salt
zone in which this grass thrives has been
eliminated.
Few, if any, shore birds inhabit this
area, except for those which stop to rest
in the sloughs running through the
marsh.
According to our observations (Gary
Hubbs’ that is, after a semester’s research) within o few years, the salt
marsh will be non-existent at Alviso.
Another aspect of the salt marshes
that should be emphasized is that they
are one of the last bits of natural
environment that we hove left around
here.
Few people have ever actually visited
a salt marsh. A visit to the salt marsh,
though initially offensive to civilized
nostrials, would increase one’s understanding of the secret of life itself.
Saturday, March 13, a tour of the Polo
Alto salt marsh will be conducted (if
enough people wish to go, that is).
Any one interested may drop by room
601 in the north wing of the library at 7
p.m., on Thursday.
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News Review

’Conflict Not Religious’

Financial Aid

Devlin Raps Power

Compiled From Associated Press

WASHINGTuN --President Nixon renewed his request
yesterday for a revamping and $644 -million expansion of
college -student aid so an additional million low-income
young people could receive federal education subsidies.
By PAT FLAGG
Repeating his commitment that -no qualified student who
Daily Feature Writer
wants to go to college should be barred by lack of money,"
Northern Ireland’s "spitthe chief executive told Congress in a special message.
fire" and at 23, the youngest
"The program which I’m again submitting this year would
member of British Parliabenefit approximately one million more students than are
ment, Bernadette Devlin
currently re,..eiving aid.
Sunday peppered her speech
"It would assure that federal funds go first, and in largest
at the University of San
amounts, to the neediest students, in order to place them on
Francisco with criticisms of
an equal footing with students from higher-income families."
the existing economic power
Students from families making over $15,000 are five times
structures.
more likely to attend college than young people whose families earn less than $3,000, he said.
The conflict in Northern
Congress killed a virtually identical administration plan
Ireland, according to Miss
last year, largely because at least 300,000 middle -income stuDevlin, is not a religious but
dents would lose eligibility for interest-subsidy loans.
an economic one. Heads of
The President’s proposal failed to meet the request of
church are not at each
higher education organizations for direct government aid to
other’s throats, but are
IRISH ’SPITFIRrThe youngest member of Britain’s friends, she said.
colleges and universities.
But Nixon did renew his unsuccessful request of last year Parliament, Bernadette Devlin, spoke Sunday at the UniverThe rich Catholics are not
for a National Foundation for Higher Education within the sity of San Francisco. Miss Devlin is an outspoken critic of
government to finance education and explore methods for the economic and power structure of her country, Ireland. fighting with rich Prodirect federal aid to institutions. The budget request for this
Photo by Marilynn Yee testants. It is the working
foundation, however, was $100 million compared to $200
million in 1970.
Dr. Sidney P. Marland Jr., commissioner of education,
agreed that colleges desperately need direct aid. But the
administration decided to make low-income students the No.
1 priority in part because no workable formula for institutional aid has been developed, he said.
Under the President’s student-aid proposal, the eligibility
maximum would be $10,000 a year taxable income for a
family of four.
-In the past there has been to change that trend.
the international programs
Maximum government aid would be $1,400 a year per
-People are always com- committee, which correlates
student through a mix of grants, work-study payments and much concern over the lack
subsidized loans, except for students attending high-cost col- of productivity in the A.S. plaining that they want to get programs between foreign
leges who could receive an additional $1,500 a year in sub- government," claims Reed ’involved’ but don’t know schools and SJS, the teachSparks, A.S. personnel selec- how," Sparks continued. We ers education committee,
sidized loans.
The President’s proposal would increase government sub- tions director, "but we’re out in student government need which conducts a continuous
people to work on our com- study of the teacher-educasidies to colleges from $970 million this year to $1.6 billion ir
mittees.
tion curriculum leading to
fiscal 1972.
Sparks was emphatic teaching credentials in all
when he announced, "this is fields, and the orientation
the how".
committee, which orientates
Besides recruiting stu- new SJS students.
WASHINGTONThe Defense Department asked the
dents to work in A.S. governSound interesting? These
Selective Service System yesterday to draft 2,100 doctors this
ment, the personnel selec- are only three of nearly
year in the first callup of physicians since 1969.
tions committee is respon- thirty committees that the
The Pentagon said the callup of physicians, osteopaths and
sible for making the recom- Personnel Selections Office
dentists was needed because too few medical school
mendations necessary to would like to see filled this
graduates have volunteered for military service.
appoint these students to the semester.
Beginning in July, 1,531 doctors of medicine, 77 doctors of
available committees.
osteopathy and 536 dentists will be drafted into the Army,
Once appointments for the
Navy and Air Force for a period of two years active duty.
individual committees are
A 20-year-old SJS student approved by AS. President
Dr. Louis M. Rousselot, assistant secretary of defense for
nurse was sexually assaulted Bill Langan, the
health and environment, recommended to Secretary of
recomearly
Sunday morning as she mendations are then
Defense Melvin R. Laird last month that he approve a callup
subwas
leaving
a
party.
of physicians after two warnings to the medical community
mitted to be voted on by the
Arrested
at
the
scene
of
went unheeded.
AS. Council.
the crime and jailed on
In an open letter last August, Rousselot reported a 40 per
Sparks is concerned, howwas
rape
charges
of
forcible
cent drop in voluntary applications.
ever, that unless members of
By ANNA BLACK
Michael Allen Rambold, 23, council can get together long
Daily Feature Editor
of 305 S. Ilth St. He was enough to vote on the recom"You’ve got to realize that
arrested as Officers W. Ben- mendations, critics of A.S.
this is almost a lost art",
nett and J. Ross came across government will
continue to
John Stanley said to his OrWASHINGTONThe Interior Department released late the crime while on routine
ganic Gardening class.
yesterday a preliminary draft of an environmental impact patrol in the 600 bloek of claim that it is a do nothing
government.
"We’re lucky we’re getting
statement that exploratory oil drilling in the Santa Barbara t Ninth Street.
According
to
Sparks,
this
into it nowthere are still a
Channel off the California coast would present no serious
The officers reported that semester has registered
a
few things written, and a few
environmental problems.
while they were pa troling the
people we can talk to," he
’fhe channel was the scene of a major oil spill from a area at 1:10 a.m, they ob- good response from intersaid.
runaway production well two years ago, and department per- served a small foreign car, ested students, but there are
Some people have been
mission for further oil development has been withheld since with both doors opened and still committees which need
interested
in
organic
then, although the channel was widely leased to oil com- the dome light on, parked to be filled.
Examples of committees
gardening all along, he conpanies which paid more than $600 million in bonuses.
along the curb.
available
for
members
are
tinued, "but they have been
The department said that because the leasing took place
On the grass strip between
called health food nuts, or
before the passage of the National Environmental Act of the sidewalk and the curb,
fanatics."
1969, the environmental impact statements called for in that the officers said they saw
The 25 students attending
act are not a legal requirement on the Santa Barbara oil Rambold and the girl. The
the first meeting of Experidevelopment.
officers grabbed the suspect
mental Colleges non-credit
"It said exploratory drilling "is a transitory operation that, as the victim reportedly
class in organic (without
in itself, does not alter the environment."
cried, "Thank God."
pesticides)
gardening
The coed later told the poseemed to indicate a gardenlice that she had been
ing renaissance. The adjecattending a party in the area
tive "organic" seemed
WASHINGTONAccusing supersonic transport opponents where she said Rambold had
almost unnecessary since
of promoting a "realm of hysteria," an industry-labor com- been making advances toDennis Beverage, recently many of the students are
mittee announced yesterday a massive advertising drive to ward her. As she was leaving
appointed student director of veterans of environmental
get the public and Congress behind the plane.
the party, the suspect followthe
Radio-Television News and biology classes and
American Industry and Labor For the SST accused oppo- ed her outside and asked her
Center, announced that a would not think of drowning
nents at a news conference of "grossly exaggerated attacks for a lift home.
new feature will be pro- bugs in pesticides.
on noise and polluting effects" and argued the plane is within
As she proceeded to drive
As Stanley had the stugrammed on KSJS, 90.7 FM.
a few years of bearing fruit as an economy-expanding, job- away, the victim said the
The
new
program, dents explain what brought
providing industry of the future.
suspect pulled a knife and
’Editor’s Desk," will cover them to the class, it became
The committee announced the drive will start today with held it to her throat saying,
topics normally not touched clear that a number had had
full-page advertisements in all three Washington daily news- "Do what I want or I’ll kill
on regular newscasts.
gardens before. One girl said
papers, directed at Congress which decides next month you."
Designed as an open end to she ate natural foodsbut
whether to keep the program alive.
the daily radio news broad- they were too expensive, so
-Congress’ First Question on the SST," the ad says, taking
cast, the purpose of the pro- she supplemented them with
up the argument that Russian and British-French SSTs
gram
"is to discuss a top homegrown ones. Some have
already are flying: "Not Will It Be Built, But By Whom and
news story, give students tried to grow their own vegeWhere?"
ideas for places to go, talk tables but were unsuccessDonald J. Strait, a Fairchild Hiller Corp. vice president
about a new movie, record ful.
and the committee’s industry co-chairman, said the nationThe walls of the Concert album and so forth," BeverSomeone mentioned that
wide drive has a $350,000 budget and its primary aim is to
Hall at San Jose State Col- age said.
"just picked" vegetables
develop what he called a grass-roots letter-writing move by
lege will resound with the
The campus radio station tasted so much better.
citizens to their congressmen to vote for the plane.
music of Bach and Beetho- will also present "Spectrum
Another student had grown
Floyd E. Smith, president of the AFL-CIO International
ven today, at 8:15 p.m.
News" daily at 5:30 p.m. fruits and vegetables, but
Association of Machinists and the committee’s labor coThe program, which is free News of the SJS campus and they had been ravaged by
chairman, said advertisements in labor publications will
to the public, will be per- local, state, national, and coddling moths and aphids.
urge rank -and-file members to write their congressional
formed by pianist Cherie M.
international events will be She wanted to know how to
representatives.
Curry in partial fulfillment included in this nightly half discourage harmful insects
Fairchild Hiller has $34 million in contracts to develop the
of the Master’s degree.
hour news round up.
"ecologically."
SST’s tail and a midsection. The machinists union said
101,500 employees of SST contractors and subcontractors
across the country have been laid off because of a slowdown
in aviation production.
But Strait said the committee was set up to coordinate and
direct all industry and labor backing for the plane, and
denied the committee was formed from fear the plane’s conSAY YOU’RE A NEWLY LAUNCHED GRADUATE WITH AN
tinued federal funding is in trouble.
M.A.? A Ph.D.?
-We think we’ve got a damn good chance of winning," he
said.
SAY YOU’RE A PROFESSIONAL WORKING IN BUSINESS.
An Associated Press nose count last week showed growing
EDUCATION OR INDUSTRY?
House opposition to continuing $1.3-billion federal funds projected for building two SST prctotypes by 1973, with 202
LOOKING FOR A REWARDING JOB where you can teach our Black
House members against it, 188 for and 43 undecided or
uncommitted.
students YOUR skill"
The Senate rejected the program last year 52 to 41.
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Voting in Northern Ireland
is based on property ownership. The number of votes a
person is entitled to depends
on the amount of property he
owns. It is also possible for a
landlord to vote in the name

"The cops were coming
over the wall at Derry
( Londonderry) and they
were going to walk over me
so I defended myself," said
Miss Devlin.
Miss Devlin referred only
briefly to her visit with
Angela Davis, now in Mario
County Jail on charges of
murder. She did say,
however, that she felt they
were involved in the same
struggle.

Interviews
Postponed

Asked by a member of the
audience if she was a Communist, she said no. "I don’t
like the Russian system because I believe it’s state
capitalism."

Interviews of candidates
for the three vacant student
seats on the AS. Judiciary
were cancelled last Saturday
because two members of the
five-man Judicial Selection
Committee had other commitments.
The interviews were rescheduled for Saturday,
according to Reed Sparks,
personnel selection officer
and head of the selection
committee.
There are 10 candidates
vying for the student justice
posts, which have one-year
terms. No faculty members
have yet applied for the
faculty justice seat now held
by Aimee Sivertsen, wioose
term expired last semester.

Miss Devlin lived up to her
reputation as a witty and
articulate speaker. She was
well received by her
audience. A brogue could be
heard throughout the crowd.

rSCOTLAND
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17 East Santa Clara
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Llowntown San Jose

Buy Si Fish & Chips
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If’

The first class meeting
ended with students promising to look for land lying
fallow, with water available,
and no further away than the
South Campus area.
Class sentiment seemed to
be sympathetic to the local
parking problem as they also
went out to look for land not
used as an informal parking
lot.
The class garden will be
divided into plots with each
student being responsible for
his own.
They hoped to find land on
state property, though there
was the possibility of using
urban renewal land, or an
empty field for a few
months.
Stanley said some other
colleges have their own
gardensfor instance the
University of California

Economist
Will Speak
Latin American economist
Buffo L. Fresquet will speak
in the College Union Ballroom today at 3:30 p.m.
Fresquet, who held the
position of Minister of Economics and Finance in Cuba
from 1959 to 1962, is presently a professor of economics at the University of
the Pacific. As Minister of
the Treasury in the Castro
government, Lopez-Fresquet was in a key position to
observe Castro’s policies.
The free lecture is being
sponsored by the Associated
Students.

wrth thIS

48 oz. PitCher

Moon
Muffler
Shop

campuses at Berkeley and
Santa Cruz.
Perhaps the greatest boon
to organic gardeners is a
compost pilea way of
makiiig dry, light fertilizer
out of rotted garbage scraps,
manure, and lawn clipings,
weeds, or leaves, according
to Janet Gillespie, who wrote
a book called "Peacock
Manure and Marigolds."
Few class members had
"composted" before, but
were given a handout on the
subject and sent home to
start collecting the ingredients of the pile.
The fact that certain herbs
and aromatic plants, such as
garlic, geraniums, onions,
and marigolds will, by their
smell, discourage many
bugs, was mentioned.
Class members will have a
chance to apply what they
learn from talking and reading if they find the muchneeded land.
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Jobs are scarce and unemployment high because a
man who cannot support his
family on the low wages he
receivesusually about 12
pounds for a 40-hour week
429.681must work overtime and therefore takes
away a possib’e job from another person, according to
Miss Devlin.
"An unemployed person
gets 15 pounds a week," said
Miss Devlin. "Thus he gets
more money by not working,
but it is degrading to him as
a human being."
"The working class has
made everything on this
earth," said Miss Devlin as
she questioned the logic that
says a majority of the people
in Britain (the working
class should hold only 15 per
cent of the wealth.
Ghettos in the United
States are different from the
ones in Ireland, she said. "In
the United States people
gathered
together
for
strength, in Ireland, the
ghettos are a deliberate policy of local government,"
declared Miss Devlin.

we must take over the means
of production of the world,
and only the people have the
right to de this," Miss Devlin
stated.
She denied being an advocate of violence, but said she
did reserve the right to defend herself.

of all the tenants in his building. "Some people cast as
many as 150 votes in one
election," emphasized Miss
Devlin.
"Voting has nothing to do
with the 39 articles, the
virgin birth or theology," but
with economic reasons, she
said.
"We, the working class of
Ireland, south or north, are
single-minded in that we do
not have control of what happens to our lives," said Miss
Devlin. "We are just extensions of machinery.
To change the present
wealth and power structure

ExC Class Revives ’Lost Art’
With Organic Gardening Class

Drilling Reveals Safety

Committee Promotes SST

classes fighting against each
other, vying for jobs, according to Miss Devlin.
"In Belfast," she explained, "unemployment is at 10
per cent and still rising. In
some parts of Ireland it is as
high as 50 per cent."

3282 FIFTH AVENUE, SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA 95817 TEL (916) 452-6051
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’I’m Not Poor’: Living
Frugally More Fun
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Latin’ on a sunk afternoon’? Not exactly., as oil,: student investigates what
appears to be material of an engrossing nature lit(aking of nature, if rain -

drops keep fallin’ as they’ve done intermittently over the weekend, our
student may find himself investing in a ne%s chapeau.

By ANNA BLACK
Daily Feature Editor
"It’s hard work to live this
way," said Anne Regner,
and staying with this lifestyle "depends on how tired
you get."
Living without money, or
on very little money "seems
to be just about the most
pressing problem of today’s
’sub-culture’, particularly to
those members of it who are
students at SJS," she said.
Anne, who graduated last
month from New College,
wrote a "handbook for survival" after an Lrgument with
a professor about the need
for money.
In rebuttal she wrote,
"most of our parents use the
gold standard as the basis
for individual security. They
feel they have to work at jobs
they usually hate and make
money in order to be secure
and happy.
"Money is not the standard
upon which we base our
individual security. Therefore, we are able to share it
easily. We place more importance on the value of
people. A person can ’pay his

Varied, Instructional Methods

Biology Tries New Teaching
By LYNN PARLNT
Daily Staff Writer
Two biology classes, totaling 360 students, are pioneering on campus, a new
method of teaching, called
audio-tutorial.
Started last spring by Dr.
Clifford I.. Schmidt, associate professor of biological
sciences, the program has
expanded as rapidly as its
limited facilities have permitted.
Last semester Dr. Kenneth
E. Hutton, professor of
biology, started a similar
class in biology.
So far, only Biology 20B
and Botany 1 are using the
audio-tutorial method.
"The students have a lot
more freedom but they also
have a lot more responsibility placed on them," said Dr.
Schmidt. "They have to
come in on their own to
study."
ONE FORMAL MEET
The classes are set up so
that there is one formal class
meeting every week. The
remainder of the week the
students are expected to pursue individual study in the

i,o, and attend ors. us. sin
group session.
Surprisingly, the students
get more personalized attention, according to Dr.
Schmidt.
This shows people you
really can individualize
instruction through media,"
he said.
In the lab, each booth is
equipped with a cassette
tape recorder and a filmstrip
viewer. The student listens
to an explanatory lecture on
the tape while observing the
plant, animal, or whatever,
on the viewer. If there are
any questions, there are lab
assistants present.
According to Dr. Ron J.
McBeath, director of AudioVisual Department, the
equipment is low-cost. The
entire booth can be equipped
for about $50.
-The costs do more with
less in this course," claimed
Dr. Hutton. -This is especially amenable to large
courses."
CLASSES INCREASE
Dr. Schmidt’s Biology 1
class has increased from 80
to 240 students this semester.

I Ir. Hutton’s General Botany
has 120 students and another
30 want in"but there is not
enough space or staff," he
said.
A poll taken last semester
showed that more than 90

percent of the students
participating consider the
classes interesting. "This is
an unusual response for a
compulsory course," declared Dr. Hutton.
Dr. Hutton feels that this

may be due to the dynamic
quality and openness of the
course. "We emphasize the
dynamic nature of botany
rather than the static," he
said.
Drs. Schmidt and Hutton

prepare their own material.
They prepare what they
want presented during the
week and send it to the
Department
Audio-Visual
which then makes the filmstrips and prepares the
tapes.
Dr. Hutton attributes a
large part of the success of
the program to the "very
fine support" of the AudioVisual Department.
MATERIAL PRESENTED
Dr. Jane Chen prepares
the physiological aspects of
the material to be presented,
said Dr. Hutton "She prepares and organizes the
information and how it is going to be pfesented." He
handles everything else.
According to Dr. Schmidt,
the first semester is the
hardest. After that, "you
know what you are doing."
"Performance is higher
and grades must reflect
this," said Dr. Hutton. An
absolute scale of grading is
usedthere is no curving.
In a poll taken in the Biology class, 75 per cent of the
students thought that the
audio-tutorial approach was
a more effective use of time.
Eighty-one percent preferred the audio-tutorial approach to the usual biology
class.

Initiative Might
End Smog Here EOP, Child Centers Given Priority
By Student Presidents Association
AUDIO-TUTORIALa ne% teaching method on SJS’ campus in 1550 of the biology
classes in the Science Department. The

le can, through the use of
By KENT KURTZ
the initiative processsolve
Daily Staff Writer
"Smog Kills," reads a the smog problem, Koupal
Initiative was
Glendale Independent head- added.
line in 1955. Another headline granted to the people of this
in 1954, reads "Ike Promises state as a "people’s right,"
Federal Funds to End Smog. stated Koupal.
Koupal mentioned that
"Time has been here, time
has passed, Mother Nature "since President Nixon
has spoken," an end to comes from Whittier, Calif.
environmental pollution" is and you couldn’t find it unneeded, declared Edwin less you bumped into it" he
Koupal, general director of should be more aware of the
pollution problem; and doing
Pe wle’s Lobby.
A Nick Spaeder pro- something about it. "Since
duction, featuring Koupal pollution crosses state lines,
will be shown this Friday, it could come under the
Feb. 26, in Science Bldg. 210, powers of the Interstate
Commission
at 10 a.m. In Spaeder’s film, Commerce
Koupal offers a documented possibly, and thereby be
discussion and answer to the acted upon at a Federal
problems of pollution, which level," declared Koupal.
Coroners in the "smog
"are affecting all of us." The
answer says Koupal is initia- capital" of the world ( Los
tive, a right of the people to Angeles Basin) won’t let you
end the -moral issue" smog. die of smog according to
Koupal. If they did, the poKoupal spoke of this -age litical machines would come
of indecision, humans of under attack, since they did
indecision," and the need for not stop death by smog,
people to realize that smog is Koupal stated.
not a "political situation,"
Koupal urges an end to
but rather a "moral issue." apathy in this "smog Koupal said it is not a infested" state and an in"political problem." "Not terest for all voters to sign
only will Democrats die from the People’s Lobby Initiative
pollution," but everyone is urging "product excellance"
susceptible. "Pollution can and an end to "environand will cross lines." ’Teo- mental pornography."
,

effect of the program has been evidenced by
the increase in student enrollment in the
science classes and the obvious in’erest.

"However, there was some
dissent from members who
felt that if EOP funds were
granted then momentum for
child care centers on campuses would be lost," he
added.

a proposal for parking fees
would be pursued.
CSCSPA, he said, would
like to see 100 per cent of the
revenue from parking fees
go toward alleviating parking problems on campus
rather than having the
money go to the county.
Last on its list of priorities,
CSCSPA wanted a change in
administration of money
collected from library fines.
the
said
McLemore
CSCSPA would like to have
the money collected from
fines administrated locally,
rather than go to the chancellor’s general fund as it
does now.

Mclemore said child care
centers were given second
priority and, following that,

The CSCSPA is looking in
to Assemblyman John Vas
concelles’ ( D-San Jose) pro

With EOP facing a cut
from the $245,000 it requested to the $43,000 Gov.
Reagan has offered, the
California State College Student P:esidents Association
( CSCSPA) has given EOP
top priority for consideration
when it asks for changes in
the governor’s budget,
according
to
John
Mclemore, A.S. legislative
analyst.
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posal to make college
He added that CSCSPA
admissions open to anyone. considered other possible
Mclemore said this system plans to cope with minority
has met with success in New admissions such as making
York and its ultimate the ethnic ratio of the camfunction is to increase puses correlate somewhat
minority enrollment.
with the community ratio or
"The general opinion is having simple quotas met on
that EOP doesn’t have much each campus for ethnic
longer to live," Mclemore balance.
commented, "because it was
Mclemore
said
the
originally installed with the CSCSPA tabled the issue unidea that it would only last a til its next meeting at Cal
few years until something Poly in San Luis Obispo on
better came along.
March 13.
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But

"I’m not poor," she continued "we have imported
coffee and things like that."
She wrote "I’m not pretending to be living on a real
proverty level, but I want to
get as much out of what
money is available and still
enjoy myself."
She said some articles on
how to live frugally are all
rip-offmostly illegal. "All
mine are legal she said. She
even mentioned such possibilities as grants and loans.

SJS Grads
’Fortunate’
In Job Hunt
San Jose State has been
"very fortunate" in recent
job placements, according to
Dr. Edward W. Clements,
SJS career planning and
placement director.
Although the Santa Clara
County area has been beset
by high unemployment and a
strangled job market, Dr.
Clements reported that San
Jose State graduates have
been relatively unaffected
by the shaky employment
situation. He attributed this
to the fact that San Jose
State offers a wide range of
career fields for students
and job recruiters to choose
from.
Dr. Clements added that
San Jose State is among a select 6.9 per cent of national
colleges which are able to
maintain or increase the
number of employers who
plan to recruit graduating
students.
Dr. Clements mentioned
that some students seeking
employment in depressed
job markets, such as aerospace industries or education, may be working on
jobs unrelated to their fields
for a year or so before the
tight employment situation
eases.
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way’ with himself," she
wrote.
You can contribute your
share, she said, with yourselfas a friend or enterwith
even
taineror
material goods like a stereo
or car."
You have to share. . "1
won’t let anybody use me,"
she said. "I don’t mind them
eating my food, but they
have to give something too."
She said at her house that
one person stayed since last
summer without paying
rent. She wrote, "this feeling
of community is what makes
living with little money
easier...Our mutual dependence gives us strength."
QUANDRY
Anne said that publicizing
some of these hints would
ruin them. For instance, as a
suggestion for acquiring the
little bit of hard cash you
need for gas or such, people
could once make candles.
Now, she says, "everybody
is making candles."
Some sources of discarded
foods, for instance, wouldn’t
support large numbers of
people.
She said it sounded kind of
selfish not to want to share
the ideas, but that she didn’t
want to ruin the lifestyles of
her friends.
She was surprised that
some of those who did read
her report thought the information common place
but that others found the
ideas helpful. She said New
College wants to distribute
the paper to freshman, but
that there, too, she had
mixed feelings about publicizing it.
EXCESSES
The life style she described
takes more time, more
creativity, and an ability to
vision a coffee table made
from an old door, or a trash
can from a five-gallon ice
cream container.
"The important thing is to
re-examine your customs
they’re just customsand a
lot of things aren’t indispensible," she said.
It means spending less
time in a "damaging or
degrading job," and more
time improvising, making do
with scrap materials and
junk. She proposes eliminating buying "time-saving devices" and is critical of convenience buying.
Live off the excesses of the
society, she enjoined. "I
know people who used to eat
off the conveyor belt in the
cafeteria every day."
She broke her suggestions
into nine categories: how to
obtain hard cash, transportation, housing, utilities,
furnishings, food, clothing,
and medicine. She said, "I
talked to a few people, but
most of the ideas came off
the top of my head."
She said, "Urban communes are hard unless you
work," she said. "You have
to organize on a wider
scale," she said mentioning
such projects as the Food
Conspiracy, a community
co-operative project for
acquiring some foods.
She says, "Health foods
are all right for rich
hippies."

For Less

295-5613
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Rusk Takes Mound

Torrid Bats Await Broncos

THEY’RE OFFThe ponies break from the
gate and begin their journey around the
track carrying the burden of thousands of
expectant viewers. Horse racing provides

students with an unusual experience besides
giving them an opportunity to earn a few
extra dollars.
Daily Photo by Tim Osterman

Ponies Promise Thrills
As Golden Gate Opens
By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
"The flag is up.. . and
there they go!"
In case you didn’t recognize it, that was the traditional opening call for a
thoroughbred horse race in
the state of California. After
the horses fly out of the gate
it takes less than two
minutes for small fortunes to
be won or lost.
As Albany’s Golden Gate
Fields launches its 85-day
spring meeting, SJS students
are once again offered the
opportunity to earn their
rent, win their books or lose
their proverbial shirt.
There is nothing quite as
exciting as watching your
horse thunder down the
stretch, nose and nose with
another nag, as they cross
under the wire in a finish too
close to call. While the photo
sign flashes, the nerves be -

horse must finish first),
place first or second) or
show (first, second or third).
Playoffs are figured according to the odds posted on the
tote board which shows the
total amount of cash
wagered on each horse and
the type of ticket purchased.
Horse racing is unique in
the sports world for another
reason. It is the only professional sport truly dominated by the little man. The
winningest jockey of all
time, Bill Shoemaker, stands
5-1 and weighs in at less than
100 pounds. Yet he steers
powerful steeds as if he were
driving a little Toyota.
Even if gambling is out of
your
line,
it doesn’t
necessarily mean a day at
the track wouldn’t be an interesting and stimulating experience. Merged together
among the large crowd are
all types of people from the
millionaire playboy to the
down-and-out wino, all
united in the common cause
of making money. They always make fascinating
watching.
Without a doubt, watching
the ponies, the people and
pondering the profits can
definitely provide a much
needed outlet to students
after a week of drudgery and
continual classes.

gin to waiver and the brow
sweats before the picture is
developed and the stewards
release the results. The
whole process from the beginning of the race until the
official result takes no more
than five minutes, but it is
easy to die a thousand
deaths.
It is difficult to imagine a
spectator sport that is more
invclving than horse racing.
Everyone tends to get personally involved with his
horse, especially after he’s
invested a couple of bucks on
its prospective performance.
Admittedly, after the race,
virgin ears are often burned
by a few of the disgruntled
pony players who didn’t play
their cash just right, and
don’t care who knows it.
Of course not everyone is a
plunger. Tickets may be
bought for as little as $2,
picking a horse to win (the

The Spartans will deal
from strength today when
they meet the Santa Clara
Broncos in a 2:30 p.m. baseball game at San Jose
Municipal Stadium. SJS,
with 28 runs scored in three
games this year, will use its
number one hurler, Mike
Rusk.
Coach Gene Menges, waiting for his pitching corps to
match the caliber of his
hitters, said yesterday Rusk
will go as long as he can.
"We started the season using
two pitchers a game," said
Menges, "but now we want
them to go a little longer."
Rusk opened the Spartans’
season last week pitching
five shutout innings against

San Francisco) State. He
struck out six and allowed
one hit in registering the first
win of the season.
Menges expects either
Rich Troedson or Joe Pupo
to throw for the Broncos.
Troedson, 9-6 last year, was
the West Coast Athletic Conference most valuable
player two years ago. Last
November he led the American team in the World Amateur Baseball Tournament in
Columbia.
With a 2-1 record for the
year, Menges plans no lineup
changes for today’s game.
Nor does he view the contest
as a chance to play everybody. "Santa Clara is an old
rival, and we’re going all out

The Spartan golf team,
possibly the strongest since
1966, opens 1971 against Cal
State Hayward today at
Sunol Golf Course.
Coach Jerry Vroom’s team
has experience and depth,
two ingredients that helped
the Spartans to a second
place finish in the NCAA
national championships in
1966.
Five of the six team spots
were filled by yesterday. The
quintet includes returning
seniors John Adams, Steve
Bohn and Kelly Moser, plus
Mark Bye and Glenn Woodruff.
John Susko, Steve Hakes
and Frank Mixter played 18
holes yesterday and the low
scorer makes the sixth spot

RELIEF MANSophomore
forward Kris Sorensen provides bench strength for the
Spartans who finish the
basketball season this weekend at home against UC
Santa Barbara and Cal State
Los Angeles.

Hunch ( 3-man) basketball
competition begins tonight at
6 o’clock in the Spartan Gym
and the PER building. A and
Ft league teams will play tonight. There are five leagues
with seven teams in each
league.
The leagues were designed
to have several strong teams
in each league. Playoffs will
include all league winners
and seven other teams to be
chosen on the basis of team
strength. "Right now it looks
like we’ll have a 12-team
tournament at the end of the
season. However, it could include as many as 16 teams,"
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Travel Plans
for Europe?
Write SOFA. SOFA la the operator
01 over 5000 Student Cherie, Flights
connecting mom than 50 European
cob.
(Also Tel Avry. BombY
Bangkok, NalrObl I Up to TO% say
Inge Oval normal fermi
Deer SOFA, Alum send me Into,
matiOn on all travel (wiping tor
old...red.l students on Europe rr,
Outline belongs or Student {-bents
Name
aodres,
Starr
C-tvZip
Moll le: SOFA, European Student
Travel Comer ’MO Broadway. Nen
York NY 10030 (212 588-20801
0
For tours to Eastern Europe tou
dent hotels, riding a
pimps
Genteel NSW 016 Filth Avenue
Now Yor k NY 10036 1212 765.74221

VITAMINS & MINERALS

10-20% OFF
35-S. 41k
2 8 7-5410

0

$9.0PER
MONTH
377-2935

FRANCE
GERMANY
SPAIN
Intensive intermediate and
advanced language programs,
plus excursions and free
travel time.
July 1 - September 5. 1971
(ten weeks)
Up to 15 quarter units
University credit
Deadline March 1st
For information about these
programs write to:
Summer Language Institutes
Merrill College 25
University of California
Santa Cruz, California 95050

7 Days A Week

295-9679

MINIMUM ORDER

$4.00

MENU
CHICKEN SNACK
85c
2 PIECES OF CHICKEN, FRIES

CHICKEN DINNER
1.20
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN, FRIES, ROLL
BUCKET
4.15
14 PIECES OF CHICKEN, 6 ROLLS

BARNFULL
2.85
9 PIECES OF CHICKEN, 6 ROLLS
PARTY BARREL
5.49
21 PIECES OF CHICKEN, 12 ROLLS
POTATO CHIPS MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR FRIES.
BARN BUSTER
20c
HAMBURGER
POTATO CHIPS
55c
BIG BARNEY
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
FRENCH FRIES
20c
FISH SANDWICH.
49c
COLE SLAW (PINT)
COLE SLAW Drclividuall
25c
CHEESEBURGER
APPLE TURNOVERS
Large.
15c
SMALL
COKE, ORANGE, ROOT BEER
MILK SHAKES

(Chocolate, Vanilla, Strawberry

29c

COFFEE

69c
20c
50c
49c
25c
20c
5c

Sorry, Red Barn discount coupons are not valid for deliveries. This
offer is for Dorms, Fraternities, and Sororities only.

milmoomminimmNamoomiiso
RED BARN HAS 24% MORE
100% BEEF THAN MCDONALDS

. RED
iBARN

RED
FREE!
BARN

BUY ONE HAMBURGER,
GET ONE
(WITH COUPON)
TUES. ONLY

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON.

We accept Wei stamps
IP4

FOR RENT

Special Student Rates

From 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
CALL

look
no.

ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS
FRESH ORANGE, CARROT, AND APPLE JUICE
EWEN 9 A NI 8PM MON F RI
SA I 10 A NI APNI SUN 10 AM SPIVI

TV93f,

Language
Institutes
Abroad

RED BARN
DELIVERS FREE

Everyone talks about
MEDITATION but how do ,011 do
When, And why, Available
now for th. first lime
ENERGY MEDITATIONS .. $1.00
plasm meld $.26 for niell orders.

GINSENG

S11111171er

(/
itilk

The women’s track and
field team will not be competing this season.

1/4i441.
JUICE & SNACK BAR

saPP

THE

The gymnastics team,
coached by Betty Barnard, is
fortunate this season to be
hosting the Division of Girl’s
and
Women’s
Sports
optionals, a meet that draws
participants from all over
Northern California.

.4111r1/1111W

CHINESE
FRENCH
GERMAN
HEBREW
RUSSIAN
SPANISH
June 21 - August 20 1971
(nine weeks)
Up to 15 quarter units
University credit
Deadline May 1st

If STARTING TONIGHT *

tennis team gets into action.
The only home matches for
the team will be against
Stanford and UC Santa Cruz.
Dr. Edith Lingist coaches
the women’s tennis team.

Opeitin4

111/

Offers Intensive Nine-week
Programs in Beginning

commented Intramural Director Dr. Dan Unruh.
Soccer competition will
begin Wednesday. Elevenman teams will be allowed in
this year’s competition.
Six-man volleyball team
entries can be turned into the
Intramural Office (MG 121)
beginning March 8.
Slow and fast pitch softball
will begin soon. Anyone
interested in umpiring these
games should pick up forms
in the Intramural Office,

414116.,;;.,t
.

Summer
Language
Institute

EDT FEWERChris Guenther starts at first base for the
Spartan baseball team. After the first three games, he leads
the team in hitting at .727. He went 8-11 with three doubles
scored five runs and drove in 8 last weekend.

Intramurals

Suomi, sown. really leaned
NOW 10 WIN GAMES *NO 1011A ACE 0E01111)
He. d a manual la people who want to change than style ot ...Ka It explains how to pm
conscious f antral war wale happens to you tau wilt no Ion. be the vetaa of securnstanes 5.1 .111
actually @MCI" con. ova yam circumstances You Iwo. litra a God Ina look also sews as a
chalr 1l.l,c halo you spot ono,. things want wrong
NOW Tr., WIN GAMES ANO INSIMENCE DESTIM’ a. mensal lot Miami. Gods Boot and
Books I and II Aveileble
Now.) your college bookstore
Only St 980. or order
horn Open Horizons, Om 1071,
Pasedena, CNN. 81102
sent tor $2 25,.ch postage paid

Bronco hitters with a .388
average.
Menges said yesterday the
game will be important for
both schools. The Broncos,
WCAC champions last year,
defeated SJS twice.
Today’s game is the first of
five for the Spartans this
week. Double headers Friday and Saturday threaten to
strain SJS pitchers, but
Menges promises his current
seven man staff will handle
the load. More help will
come next week when Chris
Sorenson joins the squad
after finishing basketball
season.
UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA,
SANTA CRUZ

on the team.
The Spartans play their
home matches on the San
Jose Country Club course.
Their first appearance there
this season will be March 1
against UC Berkeley.
Then on March 4-6 SJS travels to Huntington Beach to
participate in the Cal State
Los Angeles Invitational.
The Spartans were 11-0.1
last season. They were beaten in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association championships last year by one stroke.
The victor was Cal State LA
who was aided by a hole-inone by one of the Diablos.
Individually for the Spartans, Moser placed fifth and
Adams came in seventh in
the conference finals.

SOME PEOPLE ARE LIKE GODS
They have a Secret Power.
A sense of Calm ... A sense of Destiny

8..11

game. Leading off will be
shortstop Larry Lintz,
followed by left fielder Al
Ariza, center fielder Greg
Marshall, third baseman
Brian Nakamoto, Guenther,
Pete Jensen, second base,
Dennis Smith, right field,
Tim Day, catcher and Rusk.
Leading the attack for the
Broncos will be shortatop
Duane Larson. Co-captain of
the team, Larson hit .427 last
season in league play. First
baseman Bruce Bochte led

Linksters Open
Season Today

Women’s Sport Teams
Look to New Season
Reno, Sonoma, Berkeley
and Sacramento are just a
few of the many places the
women’s
intercollegiate
teams will visit this spring to
participate
in
meets,
matches and tournaments.
The fencing team begins
its season shortly and is
privileged this year to host
the men’s and women’s
Western Fencing Championships. The SJS fencing team
is coached by Barbara
Conry. The team is co-ed and
is a member of the Northern
California Fencing League.
March 20 is the day the

to try and win the game," he
assured yesterday.
With a team batting
average of .354, few lineup
changes seem in order.
Menges expressed pleasure
with all of his hitters and announced first baseman Chris
Guenther had been chosen as
Spartan Player of the Week.
Guenther, hitting fifth in the
SJS lineup, batted .727 for
the first three games.
Guenther will keep his fifth
position for tomorrow’s

oft. .4., ea
reas
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International Night
Features World Music
Dances and music from
around the world will be featured Saturday night in the
Concert Hall in the Music
Building when the Intercultural Steering Committee
presents International Night
at 8 p.m.
The program, according to
Mary Rodrigues, publicity
chairman for International
Night, is being put on to
help the stricken victims of
last November’s tidal wave
disaster in East Pakistan."
Tickets are available at
the Student Affairs Business
Office on the second level in
the College Union and at the
Intercultural Center at 10th
and San Fernando streets.
Several performances representing Thailand. Iran,
the Latin culture, the Pacific
Islands, and India will be

exhibited during International Night. Miss Rodrigues explained.
JAPAN MOOD
From Japan, the mood of
early spring is expressed in
the music of the Koto, which
represents a heritage of
imperial court music," she
stated.
Two dances from Japan,
one a drinking man’s dance
by an SJS student, will also
be presented.
The delicate mood of ancient Chinese music will be
expressed when four Chinese
instruments combine. One of
the performers will be Lou
Harrison, music professor at
SJS, Miss Rodrigues said.
Another highlight of International Night, Miss Rodrigues said, will be the Filipino
dances.

he damei s step between long bamboo poles,
which are clapped together
vigorously in time with the
music and at a gradually
accelerated tempo."
DANCE GROUP
A Berkeley dance group is
scheduled to portray the
socio-economic conditions of
peasant life in Iran in the
"Grain Dance," she said.
Folk dances from Portugal, and accordion selections from a prize-winning
11-year-olil boy will also be
featured, according to Miss
Rodrigues.
The Pacific Islands will be
represented by the Aloha
Nani Dancers, and a former
SJS student from Bengali
will play the sitar and selections on the mouth organ.
This should prove to be

Spartag vide
TODAY
McGeorge School of Law,
2-5 p.m., Career planning
and placement center conference room, Bldg. AA, 122
S. Ninth St. Members of the
student recruitment committee will be interviewing.
No appointment necessary.
Committee
Campus
Against Repression, 8 p.m.,
195 S. 24th. Discussiondefense of political prisoners. All invited.
Chi-Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 434
E. Williams St. Bible study.
Chicano Journalism Society, 12 noon, EOP office,
Chicano. All interested welcome.
AMA Marketing Club, 7
p.m., C.U. Council Chambers. Orientation Meeting.
Transcendental
Meditation, 8 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
Introductory lecture.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
Orientation for new women.
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m.,

C.U. Pacifica
TOMORROW
YAF, 2 p.m., C. U. Diablo.
Seminar on Nonviolence, 7
p.m., Jonah’s Wail. A mock
draft board hearing.
Baptist Student Union, 12
noon, C.U. Manzanita. Continuation of study on the
topic of church renewal. All
interested students welcome.
Parapsychology Society,
7:30 p.m., Leininger Center,
1300 Senter Road, Octagon
room. Witch Patricia Schneider speaking. All invited.
Filipino-American Student
Association, 7 p.m., C.U.
Almaden.
Lutheran and United Ministries Ash Wednesday Observance,8 p.m., The Chapel
of reconciliation, 300 S. 10th
St. A penetential service
with the use of ashes.
Sierra Club, 3:30 p.m.,
C.U. Montalvo. Everyone invited.
Principles of Humanity

Experimental College),
7:30 p.m., Eng. 331. Technical and informative knowledge vs. living wisdom.
Society for Advancement
of Management S.A.M.),
7:30 p.m., C.U. Cafeteria A
and B. Orientation meeting.
SJS Surf Club, 7 p.m., ED
100.
Campus Ambassadors, 1112 noon and 12-1 p.m., C.U.
Almaden. Film on God’s
Covenant fulfilled.
THURSDAY
Society for Cybernetic
Systems, 8 p.m., C.U. Pacifica. Technology Assessment
seminar.
Rho Epsilon Fraternity,
7:30 p.m., C.U. Almaden.
Speaker is Don Cooley of Anthony School of Real Estate.
FRIDAY
Bio-Photo Club, 2 p.m., 5237. Talk on variation of
color tones of eight different
commercial slide films.
Coffee and donuts served.

an entertaining program
simply because of the
various cultures which will
be displayed," Miss Rodrigues concluded.

New Site
For Base
Chosen
The future site of the headquarters of the California
State Colleges will be located
in West Los Angeles’ Century City by December, 1972
if current contractual negotiations with Century City
are satisfactory.
According to the Chancellor’s office, the board of
trust.-es approved the site
Nos. 24, subject to necessary
contractual negotiations and
consultation with several
state offices including the
department of finance.
Trustees chose the Century City site from a field of
seven because it most closely fulfilled criteria set up by
the board of trustees two
years ago.

$150 Up for Grabs for Creativity I
Considering :ill of the fears
generated by Gov. Reagan’s
budget, many students and
faculty members involved in
the teaching field may be
amazed to learn that they
are eligible for a $150 grant.
All they have to do is be
creative.
Interdisciplinary Faculty Student Institute I IF -IS)
Director Vance Kennedy and
his assistant Gary Chapin
have uncovered $2,000 of
unallocated funds in their
federal budget. Emphasizing
informality and creativity,
Kennedy and Chapin are
offering the grants to anyone
who would like to explore
ways to improve teaching.
There are no restrictions

YARBROUGH

LAST BAY AREA
APPEARANCE
Saturday, March 6th
8:30 p.m.
SAN JOSE CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
Tickets Si $4 $5 avaiiable at
SAN USE BOX OF F ICE
912 Town & Count’s, Village
246-1 150
Often Mon.Fri 10 to 5:30
Sat 10 to 3

ANNOUN(iRINTS
FREE HERB TEA at the Christanada
Natural Foods Open 7 days, 99 m 7
P m 35 5 4th St 287 5410
CLASSICAL GUITAR PRIVATE
INSTRUCTION Havel openings call
now Ask for Bob Brandon 275-9472
WANT TO TEST DRIVE A NEW
VEGA, Call Ron Ruiz 265 7453 San
Jose
MACRAME LESSONS: learn the art
Of knotting Sign up for small group,
evening classes call 274 2662
CAR RALLYE. STANFORD SHOP
PING CENTER in Palo Alto) Safer
day, February 27 by Sportin’ Life
53 00 Any car and beginners welcome
Start anytime between 6 and 9 pin

JR. SR. & GRADS
HUMANITIES
MAJORS Want to reduce term paper
research time improve quality’ What
reading dynamics does f or reading, we
can do for Term Paper research. Call
Ralph morns & Wkend 257 5917
CATS AND 0005 Spayed and Neu
tered FREE for those who can’t effort
it Peninsula Animal Welfare Society
Box 275. Palo Alto. 94302
EXPERIENCES IN SENSITIVITY.
ENCOUNTER
presented
by
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of San
Jose 0 pm. Fri 26 Feb 738 No. 2nd,
S
82 00 contr Call 294 5017 for addi
tonal information

FOR SALE
4 650 13 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Coed Call Dan at 948 9308
540 lor set

65 Faorlane std. 6’, 2 door. Excellent
Condition New Tires & Battery. 20
mi gal 5750 429 5 9th No 24 Aft 3
SO Chrysler 4 door, good engine, new
regulator, new headgasket 1.40 Call
Mike 795 9743 after 5 00 P nt
VI VW Beauty New Paint. Radio A I
11ec0 Clean inside 5425 227 1319
VW 10 064 Low mileage family car
clean 51350 2663193
63 Ausbn Mini, Looks Great, Needs
Work, Best Offer 356 0545 eves
1946 CHEV MALIBU. 327 4 speed
Silver w black vinyl top Very clean,
51200 Call Gary at 241 8337
T’BIRD ’83 2 Dr. Landau Hard Top.
bucket seats, full power. automatic,
Radio, Heater. Air, 244 3783.

286-4446 After 4 pm.

69 Honda 305 SCRAMBLER. S360.
Runs well only 8,000 mi. new clutch
Call Chuck (evenings) 353-2270 Los
Gatos

Fem, roommate needed. Fume 1 bdrm
apt li blks from campus. peel. AEK
laundry room Non Smoker. 293.3199

V4Ig services done at student rates,
Call Jeanne at 295.0314.

61 VW Camper, no problems $900. 210
Head Standard Skis, Marker Bindings
S60. Reiker Ski Boots 12, 535 Calypso
u w flash w bulb holder $40. Sell by
March I. Call Jack 2974290
69 HONDA 350, 200 Mi on new engine
Excellent coed. Best Offer Call Mark.
293 9460
FOR SALE ’LABRADOR PUPPIES. 2
Months old Black, A.K.0 S75. 264
060
250 Micah, 64, Street Legal, all New
Top End, new paint, good tires, $249
No less, 259 0824 Ask for Erik. No later
than 10 00 p m

1 Beim, Furnished Apt. 5125 mo. 633
So 8th St. No 1 or call 29147656. No
lease or contract.
Male soph. seeks Student to share
room in 2 bedroom House. 10 nsin.
drive from campus 575 244.2708. Nice
area

APT RENTAL, 2 Beim. furnished 6175
per month ’} block from SJS campus
Call 2468612 or 378.5701.

Permanent Hair RIPITIOVal. Face and
Body Darlene M. Miller. RE.247 No.
Third, San !OM 295 0995.

Student Rental - 5 blks to college, 6
bbr., 3 bath. $300 per month sec. Dep.
Call 227 4076.

Jewelry - Custom design in cost gold
and silver, One of a kind wedding
bands & other thlngs. Geo. Larimore
Old Town (in the back) 354-8804

Fender Bassman Amp-SO watt S175,
Martin Electric Guitar $150. Both in
good condition Call 2090592.

MALE STUDENT
Single room.
Kitchen priv. Clean man only, 115 So
14th Call 286.2704.

SCOTT 260 STEREO EMPLIFIER
120 watts. 8 ohms, was $300 new, now
0195 or best offer superb condition call
275 0596.

to House for rent for single or couple
875 per month, no utils. 5 min from
SJS. 293,3942 after 7 p.m.

69 YAMAHA DT1 1250 Endurol Low
Wage Great trails bike Highway
legal Extra eqpt 5500 Call Bob after
pm ’rues. Thurs , Fri
ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H., a Diode
wadable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their snaklee distributor at
157 4186

College Students: Respectable pert
time sales on commission basis. Will
train rail collect 423 0915 or 475-9901
Part Tone or Full time sales, male or
female, 3300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr Workman 247 2900
MIDNIGHT
nave to send
Siamese cat
people too.

1 or 2 female roommates needed to
share 2 berm apt. with 1 other 724 So
8th St. No. 3 Call 275.9318 or 286.3481
ask for Sue. Call anytime.
Quiet( Male Sr. or grad only small
studio apt. utilities Included 870 643
South Sixth St.
Need female roommate to share house
118 N 14th $40 per month share with 3
young working students. 295.6535.
ROOMS 843.010. kitchen privileges
available. 1 block from campus, 155
So 11th St 295.4863,
Girl 060 mod. for. 2 berm apt. 2 blk
SJS Pool own rm. Late nits calls OK
298 1338. (Deposit paid).

HttP WAPillib

NEEDS A HOME. Or we
her to the pound. Our half
loves the outdoors & digs
Call Beverly at 286.3811.

GUITARISTS NEEDED. If you have
extensive knowledge of music and can
read it. Guitar Player Mag will pay
you. Need people in Jazz, Folk, Rock
COW, Blues, etc Call Jim 354.6033. P
Salesmen Wanted: to work into SalesManagernent Positions. 35.62 per cent
Comm Call 253 6101. Ask for Mr
Panda
Be one of the beautiful people full or
Part time Opportunity, car & phone
necessary Call 217 3517 or 266-5287
After 5 p m

1962 Valiant. 5750. )(Int Shape. air coed
new polyqlas tires Good running con
dition Phone 289 9624

S Coeds to "del Seevewear-fOr daily
mag supplement. Call Randi 216.2024
after 3 30 ASAP.

PIPSONAP)
Earl Owens- Congrats 000th wedding
Anniversary -I. yngst son’s
birthday. Best wishes to wife +
Family. Honesty Is Best Policy. 2986434.

APT FOR RENT. Large 2 berm. 65 So
11th St. Close to campus. Call 297.3766.

WATERBEDS ARE HALF THE
STORY THE OTHER HALF IS
WARMTH. Heated to temp. awed,
265 5485

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit Four miles from
campus Mrs Aslanian 298.4104.

Female roommate needed. furnished
apt Share with 3 girls S46. 420 S. 7th
No. 5 Call 297.1269 or 356.3028.

SKIS, Tyrel Wood, New $15, No less,
259 0824 Ask for Erik, Please Don’t
phone after 10 p.m

1969 Volkswagen, Excellent Sapphire
radii), valid warranty. Only 16,000
miles $1550 259 2151 After 5 00

ROOM-Newly remodeled. Kitchen privileges. Non-smokers only. 565 per
month. Call 287.3125.
2 Female Roommates Needed, in neat
house, good people and vibes. 5.55 a
month, 431 S 11th St 295.1332.

1st SJS Surf Club Meeting - Wed 7 P
ED 100 Surfers or Surf Enthusiasts
please attend UNCLE TOM CANDY
NEEDS YOU(
TO ANSPelil 1111f le
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS,
Several Schedules available frOrn West
Coast to London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt. Winter flights 5250 to S265
roundtrip. or S150 newsy. Spring and
sumrner flights 5260 fo 5325 roundtrlp,
and $160 to SITS oneway. Coordinator.
Prof. Margaret R. Peal 247 Roycroft
Ave. Long Beach, 90803 713.438.2179.
SEE EUROPE 71115 SUMMER-S115
total includes all travel from Oakland
and return plus lodging, most meals.
European guides where appropriate.
Lots of free time for exploring. Six
weeks, June 23 to Aug. 3. London,
Paris, Athens with a cruise of the
Greek Islands), Rome, Florence,
Venice. Innsbruck, Amsterdam, Tour
leaders, Dr. Robert Larsen, Tutorials Humanities; Mrs. Virginia Crawford
Larsen, English. Contact Or Larsen.
Tutorials, Bldg. R., or cell 378-8814
evenings, weekends.

To Place an ad:

Female roommate needed to share
lux. apt. WI other Call 244.6200 ext 75days, 377.5781 cites ask for Lena.

Send in handy

Grader serious Fm. student needed to
share furn. 1 berm apt. 21/2 blocks
from campus $60 295-8047 or 225.728.I.

order blank

Girl needed to share nice 2 berm apt
with 3 others 550 641 So. 11th No. 10 or
call 286.5122.

Enclose cash

Men’s dorm contract for sale. West
Hall co-ed dorm, 3rd floor suite. Call
220-1323 Ask for Bill, Kathy.

or check.
out to Spartan

For rent, 2 bedroom turn. 5135 mo. 351
So 11th Call anytime. 287.5771.
MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet
near campus. 295.8781 or 295.2355.

Reasonably Priced!

ROOM-MEN Singles or double. Fur.
nave heat, wall to well carpet. Quiet
406 So 11th Street,

Make check

SUMMER RENTALS fOr SINS. Rooms
with kitchen priv. 545-rno. TV II study
room, 1 blk from SJS. Call 294.1581.
HOUSES

109 SAll ’.1,

LOST AND FOUND

MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS SAMPLE
SALE. Down sleeping bags back
packing tents and equipment A
limited selection 20 25 per cent Wt.
Call 3510642 evenings
"Big Sur A Frame. Isolated. Pool &
Other facilities suitable for a small
summer camp 48 acres 569.500- P.O.
box 3682 Carmel, Ca 93921
Waterbeds - UL approved htr 10 yr.
guar on bag W safety liner Queen or
King kit 599 Free del and install 1424
Searcy Dr S J Call 265 5485
WEDDING RINGS. Made in Sausalito
Asking 5350 287 0918 after 7 p m
H.LM French Tape Reel 60 living
language set
Japanese,
Power
Habersort select Acard
reading,
Round the World etc New 5.5 00 each
377 754e

You’ll find us a
little different from
other commuter airlines.
We offer more than lust
a dull ride on a flying bus
Let us put you on one of our
colorful 737 Sunjets and rediscover lust
how much fun flying can be You’ll remember
us for our warm, colorful way -of-flight and
the big bright sunburst on our noses.
Call your helpful travel agent or consult
your Yellow Pages for Air Cal’, local reservation number

lunch, lolt luuteins

STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast.
accurate, minor editing Mrs. Baxter
phone 241 6581

ART STUDENT wanted to help
develop child’s art.gif ted potential call
Dr Srnolensky at Sib Ext. 2525. be.
tween 12 1 MWF

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
jackets. camping supplies, Navy pea
Coats. bell bottom pants (denim wool
whites). London Bobby Capes. Spanish
Leather Jackets HIPPIE F ASH
IONS Furs & Leather JACK 8. PAT’S
3RD HAND STORE 375 E. Heclding
St Si Also 7036 Thornton aye
Newark 105 Mon Thurs. f56 Fri. 8.
Sat

San
Franciscodj’,
41

feaiLi2 64941C-14 1110-40
Be able to order meals, ask directions, go shopping, etc.
Small classes, 3fternoons or evening.
10 weekly 21/2 hour lessons $75.00.
Credentialed and experienced teacher. Near SJSC.

Furnished 3 room apt. for rent 1 block
from campus 467 5 8th St. Call 298 5585
after 1 pm.

FunctIonal Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr Sedan $100
327 6160

56 TBIRD. Stick, overdrive, power
brakes Prepared for painting 51300 or
offer 741 5870

Eureka

Planning to Travel?

Facit portable typewriter like new,
hardly used Pica. with carrying case
$40 Call 298 5322

AL110$1011Yr

1946 Volkswagen.excellent condition,
new tires Must see to appreciate.
Phone 798 3377, evenings

Mere
under our Sun
are vou
healing?,

When the learning experi- $150 grants will then be
ment has been completed, mailed out, according to the
another write-up will be sub- IF -IS director.
mitted to the office explainKennedy and Chapin may
ing the results and what was be called at Ext. 2940 for furlearned in the project. The ther information.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

3 cent Xerox COPIES. College cop?
service 42 E San Antonio SE, 2 bled
west of Si S. near YWCA Ph 287
1811

7if"
, /
GLENN

:is to the type of projects that
may be pursued.
"We want people to try
new things," Kennedy commented. ’"rhis is not a redtape type of deal. It is unrestricted in form and is
really a unique opportunity
for students and faculty,
especially in this time of
tight money."
According to
Kennedy,
all anyone who is interested
must do to be eligible is submit a brief informal write-up
of the proposed project to his
office at 315 S. Ninth St.,
Bldg. BB, Suite 4. If more
write-ups are received than
money available, Kennedy
and Chapin will select the
most promising projects.

Selling my interest in leased Ski
Cabin, Tahoe City SIOS For details
Call 287 1400 not 60
WATER BEDS. KING SIZE FROM
539 95 AQUA SNOOZE 1415 THE
ALAMEDA 286 3544 LIVE & LOVE on
Liquid LuXUrv

LOST valuable antique filigree ring,
onyx with silver crest possibly lost in
MG ladies restroom call 295,2669.

FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, ALSO-OUTLYING AREAS-AVAILABLE NOW!
BORELLI REALTY 297.2410.
I

LOST: Male Collie Shep Mix, OK
Gold. White paws, chest, tall tip, lost 1
17, near 8th & 5.15 Reward, 292 4063

Come to:

LUNCH COUNTER. Christened&
Natural Foods. 35 S ilth Open leaps, 0
am. to 7 p.m. 287 S410.

2 Bdrm. 112 bath w w cpts, drapes.
A.E.K . very clean enclosed parking,
$190 5913 So 9th 287 2854, 286-1350.
2 BEDROOM APTS., 0125. Stove &
Ref rig. New Paint & Drapes. Carpet.
ing. Laundry Facilities. Extra Stor.
age 293-5995. 5 min. from Campus,
Girls: fore, 2 bdrrn apt 1,61k SJS. No
lease, $140. Freshly deco 451 S. 10th St.
108.01 to 2 p.m. CY2 1327
RMT NEEDED $60 rno own room lge
turn apt pool sauna 15 min from
campus Call Lois or Sandy 377 9075
Girls: turn. 2 berm apt ’ blk SJS. No
lease required. Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. CY2-1327.
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY to snare 2 WM apt
near campus. 43e S. 9th no. 6 Call
NOW 287 4796
Girl 060 mod. fur 2 berm apt 2 blk
515 Pool own rrn Late nIte calls OK
2901333
Prim* location! 1 or 2 people (prefer
ably female/ Needed beginning Mar
IM for turn apt ’own room) 275 0596

Classified Adv.

DA NATURAL FOODS.
CHRI
Ginsegg, vitamins minerals, Snack
bar, organic grains, organic produce.
June bar. Yoga literature, macrobiotic
food, cook books, spiritual books,
incense. 35 5. 4th St. Open 7 days. 9
a.m.. 7 p.m. 287.5410.

Off ice -J206
MON.-FRI.
10-2:30

RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service. Call
Esche’s 251 259$
LEARN SKYDIVING-First lump
course equipment turn. Stevens Para
Loft Oakland Airport, 569,53S8
Dream work, Gestalt Methods,
Hypnosis 292.0728, After 7 pm.

Phone

Typing-term papers, etc. exper
ienced and fast Phone 269 8674
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE any kind
specializing in Model composites,
portfolios, the unusual Ask for D J
275 0594

294-6414,

AUTO INSURANCE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refusetl.Annual
Liability Rates Married or single age
21 8, over $94, Married 21 24 8163
Single men 24 8. under 5250 Mr Toil
7113900

CLASSIFIED RATES

Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancel:eel ado Pont tout ad here:

(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for
t
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4
5
4

AIR CALIFORNIA
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Four days

F

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2 50
1 00
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3 25
1 75

2.40
2.90
3.40
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2.50
3 00
3 50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50
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with siimething ’Vie under Ihe sun

Print Name
Andress
City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Anneuntentent
- Autemettve (2)
fl Fw SAW ID

- L__

Help Wanted (4)
, ii011111111 PS)
Ll Lail owl howl IST

erreenelt 171
Services Ill
Tresepwialle4 (8)

_ _

_

each

line)

Drio
Inclose
Phone

SIDO CHEM PONES Silt R. SR CAM TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAM IOU STATE C01.11:L, CALIF.
115114
Please alliivc two days liter ’gar ing ad lot it to appear

h

